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For Those Incapable of Connecting the Dots ..... 

We are being "occupied" by our own Army.

The Army we pay for. The Army that we allow our sons and daughters to serve in. The Army that is strictly charged with preserving our freedoms, protecting our money, and supervising the activities of the Bar Association on our shores.

That Army.

How, you might ask, is this possible? It's possible because the so-called "American Civil War" wasn't a war. It was and is an illegal commercial mercenary conflict on our shores. It was never actually declared by any Congress. It was never officially ended by any Peace Treaty.

In 1863, during the so-called war, Lincoln bankrupted the original United States (Trading Company) and placed the responsibility for preserving the Union and fulfilling the contractual mandates of the actual Constitution on the Grand Army of the Republic -- and the Union Generals.

With respect to the Territorial United States, they have carried on in that role ever since, and grossly expanded upon it. The rules that Lincoln gave them, The Lieber Code, has morphed into The Hague Conventions. The Grand Army of the Republic, also known as the Union Army, has morphed in the US ARMY, the United States Army, and many other permutations. But nothing ever got resolved.

President Andrew Johnson who was Lincoln's Successor Vice-President declared "peace on the land" in three very public declarations, establishing a public contract. As a result, the people owed the land jurisdiction were recognized as peaceful non-combatants and innocent Third Parties who are all owed The Law of Peace.

Instead of honoring that, successive generations of generals and members of Congress have colluded together to define all of us as "Enemy combatants" and they have directed the falsification of the public records to that end.

Beginning with alteration of Title 37 of the old Federal Code to conscript doctors and dentists and other "uniformed officers" into the Army, and then with the original "Maternity Act" and Sheppard Townsend Act they conspired to register American babies as they were born.

Registration gives up our ownership interest in our own names and estates to the "State of __________ " as our "presumed beneficiary". So the "State of Wisconsin" organization, for example, would be the presumed beneficiary of my name and estate and would receive the "beneficial title" to the trust ACCOUNT established in my NAME, while the "STATE OF WISCONSIN" organization would receive the "legal title" and be enabled to administer my ESTATE for the benefit of the "State of Wisconsin".

And as for me, I would get nothing out of the deal whatsoever, except for an "indemnity receipt" from whichever federal corporation seized title to my name and estate, guaranteeing as my "presumed usufruct" that no harm would come to me or my estate as a result of their use of my assets.

This vicious swindle was in effect a species of genocide on paper, unlawfully converting the public records and political status of American state nationals to that of "federal citizens" merely "residing" here temporarily while performing our "presumed" duty to provide "essential government services".
It also allowed them to subject us to their corporate tribunals being run in lieu of the American Common Law courts we are owed, under the false presumption that we were all federal employees or dependents or political asylum seekers. They've gotten away with this crap for so long that they actually believe their own lies. And all these presumptions which were made about you without your knowledge or consent have not been rebutted because you have been kept in the dark and never told of their existence. For six generations. How do you rebut a lie if you don't know it exists? But now the game is up, and the Army is looking at the Navy and the Navy is looking at the Army and the Marines are looking at every other branch of service and the Air Force is going, "OMG!" and the plain fact of the matter is that both the Congress and the Armed Forces have been acting in treason against us, their actual employers, and against our Constitution. These two groups of employees have been attacking us under color of law, under deliberately contrived and known false pretenses, and all behind our backs. The sheer size and scope of the crime is breath-taking. The complexity and duration of the fraud beyond any simple imagining. And the cost to the American states and people is in the quadrillions of dollars defined as ounces of silver. It should come as no surprise, then, that our entire "National Credit" --- the flip-side of their "National Debt" --- has been embezzled from the coffers of the Department of Defense. How is all this fraud possible? In a debt-credit system, debts are supposed to immediately cancel out via the receipt of equal credit, but the answer is--- it's because they never credited us. To put it bluntly, the "occupying Army" was double-dipping the whole time, siphoning off the credit owed to us and leaving the debts unpaid, so that they could come in and pretend that they were bankrupt because of our bad behavior and insolvency, and give themselves an excuse to sell off our assets to satisfy their debts as they have done already twice before in 1907 and 1933. They were using their own cleverly disguised territorial court tribunals to collect on all these supposed debts--- which we never owed. Ever. Why do I say that? Because the debts were racked up by the Municipal United States --- which was serving itself, not us---and the debts were being collected by the Territorial United States --- which was serving itself, not us. Remember? We were cut totally out of the picture at birth. None of this is our debt and none of this criminality is our doing. It's entirely a federal matter that has nothing to do with us. Please bear in mind that we are not alone, because the same infectious disease has eaten away at the foundations of lawful government in virtually every country on Earth. The same venal "system" of "federal districts" overlaying the land jurisdiction of every country has imposed the same form of de facto slavery on people from Japan to Belize, from Queensland to Point Barrow, from Manchuria to Moscow and from Moscow to Denmark. This crime syndicate which has used our country as its home base for 150 years has now moved on to China, where it proposes to set up shop and use its ill-gotten gains to dominate the rest of the world forever. And what do you all say to that? Is it time to kick some Generals where it hurts? Force some actual useless eaters to perform their Oaths and duties? Tell the Lord Mayor of London exactly where to shove it and how far? Escort the Popes out of Vatican City to hear the roar? Bury Buckingham Palace under the enormous pile of manure that they have bequeathed as their legacy to the rest of the world? How about giving all these bankers new jobs cleaning public toilets? They can share rooms with members of Congress and the Joint Chiefs of Staff and attend my lectures every morning.
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